Customer Experience Solutions

TELUS Elements Xperience
®

A cloud-based solution that empowers the
consumer and drives better business outcomes.
Today’s customers have high expectations. They want more from the companies they choose
to deal with and they will freely share their experiences—good and bad—on social media and
in other forums. Quite simply, the customer now has more say in the purchase experience
than ever before. At the same time, it is becoming more and more difficult to differentiate from
the competition based on price and/or product alone. This new reality means businesses have
to change the way they serve and support their customers and ultimately deliver a superior
customer experience to stay ahead of the competition.
Elements Xperience is an on-demand, cloud-based solution that includes everything you need
to help you understand what your customers are looking for, monitor what they are saying
about you and make it easier for them to do business with your organization. It provides the
applications, strategies and technologies you need to offer exceptional customer experiences,
while simultaneously reducing operational costs. Whether you interact with customers on your
website, in social media, on the phone, via email or chat, Elements Xperience will allow you
to consistently understand, anticipate and respond to customer needs. It will decrease your
contact centre’s workload, reduce costs and help you satisfy your customers, by offloading
as many interactions as possible to web and self-service channels.
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Customers have come to expect always-available access to the
resources they need when they’re researching and purchasing
products or resolving issues, with or without agent assistance.
Elements Xperience makes it easy for them to find what they want
on your existing website, under your brand with an interactive,
intuitive and engaging, design to create a positive impression with
visitors and make them want to stay longer and come back again.
Social media is increasingly being used as a way for organizations
and their customers to communicate with each other. These
interactions are often public and the way you participate in them
can influence how people feel about your business and whether
or not they choose to buy from you. Elements Xperience helps
you create positive social interactions, strengthen your brand and
potentially grow revenue. It monitors social networking sites,
blogs and online communities and provides you with valuable
information you can use to promote your brand, engage in
dialogue, address customer concerns and drive business.
Your contact centre is the hub of engagement with your customers.
Elements Xperience delivers superior multi-channel customer
experiences on the phone, via email, online chat and voice selfservice, allowing customers to quickly and easily achieve their goals.
It provides agents with a powerful desktop that empowers them
to serve customers in the most efficient way possible.

Delivering a positive
customer experience
can impact your
bottom line.
Did you know:
■

86 percent of consumers
will pay more for a better
customer experience*

■

89 percent of consumers
began doing business with
a competitor following a
poor customer experience*

Customer Experience Solutions

Delivering a better customer experience.
Until now, your organization has had to source its full range of customer experience
solutions separately. Now, Elements Xperience puts it all together in a single
on-demand hosted solution which includes:
■

Customer self-service and self-help: empower your customers to be more
self-sufficient by giving them tools to utilize support sites and widgets in order
to help themselves when they are researching, purchasing or resolving issues

■

Knowledge management: improve operational efficiencies by organizing and
sharing information with your customers through a complete best-in-class
knowledge management solution that provides seamless cross-channel
integration

■

Live agent chat: provide instant real-time assistance to your customer and
prevent abandoned purchases and frustration with finding the information
they need

■

Email management: ensure emails are handled efficiently and effectively by
sending automated responses to common questions using the knowledge
base and escalating highly emotional emails

■

Incident management: capture, track, assign and manage customer service
requests from initial contact through to resolution, regardless of the channel,
and share the knowledge gained across your entire service organization,
enabling continuous improvement

■

Surveying, reporting and analysis: discover how well you are responding
to customer feedback and concerns and where you can improve to better
serve your customers

■

■

Social media monitoring: enable your organization to follow relevant,
online, real-time discussions related to your products and services so you
can address the needs of customers or prospects across all channels
Queuing and routing: create and manage multi-channel queues based
on agent availability and leverage skills-based routing to match the best
agent to the customer to ensure customer interactions are handled in the
most effective manner

With all these solutions together, you will be able to understand, anticipate and
respond to your customers’ needs consistently, across all channels and customer
interaction points. By offloading as many interactions as possible to web and
voice self-service channels, you’ll increase customer satisfaction while reducing
costs and pressure on your contact centres.

Keep your data and your
solutions Canadian.
Elements Xperience is part of the
TELUS Elements Client Solutions
portfolio, a complete solution offering
backed and supported by TELUS that
addresses all aspects of customer
experience from people to technology
to advisory services. All your data
will be housed in our Canadian
data centres, ensuring sovereignty
protection, and all sales, service
delivery and support will be provided
by TELUS. You’ll deal with a single
team for all your needs

Empower your business to improve customer experiences.
Contact your TELUS Sales Executive, call 1-877-710-0404,
or visit telus.com/elements
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